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Abstract 

The Polish Pavilion of the New York World's Fair opened 

to the public on May 3rd, 1939. Participaticn at the f a i r  

provided an oppor tunity for organizers to introduce the 

history and achievemonts of the Polish nation on a grand 

scale to a North Arnerican audience. Having only regained 

independence from Russia. Prussia and Austria-Hungary in 1919, 

it was vital to entrench clairns to sovereignty by establishing 

the nation as cohesive and unique. Through an analjrsis of this 

display, which included Poliçh fine art (both contemporary and 

historical) , decorative art, industrial production, textiles, 

and peasant art, 1 will demonstrate how the nation was 

constructed as homogenous and distinct and, at the sune time, 

allied to the West. On one hand, organizers attempted to 

highlight what they saw as a national style in decorative and 

peasant art. and on the other. they stressed Poland's 

historical link to the West through its conversion to 

Christianity in the tenth century and its democratic 

aspirations. Although international exhibitions have long 

been understood as si tes of national self -de£ inition, 

scholarly work in this area has recently shifted to examine 

the problematic nature of these exhibitions in representing 

and legitimating the nation. The framework of nationalism, 

especially, ~enedict Anderson's "imagined cornmunity" and Eric 

Hobsbawmrs concept of the "invention of tradition" provide the 



starting point for an interrogation of the way the Polish 

cornmittee presented the history of Poland at the Fair. 

Competing notions of nationhood, namely romanticism, national 

interest and the glorification of the peasant were in evidence 

at the Fair and contributed to the ambiguity of the 

representation. The Pavilion exempiified a positioning of 

Poland between East and West, with the East being reflected in 

its Folk art, seen as essential and unchanging, and the West 

reflected in its long tradition of democracy, which was 

understood to be a key to future progress and participation in 

a changing world order.  In their attempt to secure national 

sovereignty, precisely at the moment it waç most threatened, 

the organizers of the Polish  avilio on glossed over 

differences, ethnic and regional, and presented a national 

homogeneity that did not exist. 
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P r e f  ace 

This study of PolandJs participation at t he  1939 World's 

Fair in New York is the result of a dual inte~est in Polish 

art history, which has been relatively unstudied in North 

Arnerica, falling, as it does, outside the canon of 'vïestern a r t  

history, and i n  international fairs ând exhibitions as sites 

of cultural articulations. 1 approach the topic, first and 

foremost, as an art historian. The focus of rny study is the 

way that objects are used within the Polish Pavilion to 

narrate an official version of the history and c u l t u r e  of t h e  

nation, and the resulting ambiguity and ambivalence which is 

revealed. 1 chose to examine ~oland's participacion in the 

1939 WorldJs Fair in New York, xather than the earlier Paris 

~xposition Internationale des Arts ~écoratifs et Industriels 

Moderne in 1 9 2 5  or Exposition Internationale des Arts et des 

Techniques Appliqués à la Vie Moderne in 1937, because of the 

very particularity of the year 1939, when an independent 

Poland was articulated for the last time before another half 

century O£ foreign intervention. The unique pressures facing 

the Polish government on the eve of World War II, as well as 

the specific audience being addressed, are highly  sianificant 

Ln how the nation was represented. This exhibition 

demons trates the complexi ty involved in at tempting t o  

encapsulate t h e  essence of a nation and the inevitable 



exclusions which result in presenting any comrnunity as a 

unified whole. As Brian Graham has pointed out in his study of 

the cultural geography of Ireland: 

Identity is defined by a multiplicity of 
often conflicting and variable criteria. 
National identity is created in particular 
social, historical and political contexts 
and, as such, cannot be interpreted as a 
fixed entity; rather, it is a situated, 
socially constructed narrative capable of 
being read in conflicting ways at any one 
time and of being transformed through tirne.' 

ex ri an Graham, "Ireland and Irishness: Place, Culture 
and Identity." in Brian Graham ed., In Search of Ireland: A 
Cultural Geoqraphv, (London and new York: Routledge, 1 9 9 7 )  



~ e s t e h y  od Tysiqca Lat 

Poland has a Western culture. Today, we find 
ourselves at a crossroads, at the decisive 
stage of Our history. t is of paramount 
importance that the widest circles of our 
so&ety are made aware of the essence of our 
culture. Our entire future depends on this. 
We are firmly confident that Poland will 
remain true to the course which, during a 
thousand yearç, has led t o  spiritual heights. 
One thing is certain. Either Polish culture 
will remain essentially Western, or it will 
cease to be Polish.' 

On May 3rd. 1 9 3 9  the Polish Pavilion of the New York 

World's Fair officially opened t o  the public. The building 

itself followed closely the guidelines of f a i r  organizers who 

hoped f o r  a certain modernist uniformity, what The O f f i c i a :  

G u i d e  to the Fair called, the maintenance of "complete 

aesthetic harrn~ny."~ Along with those of Britain, France and 

t h e  Soviet Union, the Polish Pavilion was singled out for its 

architectural ingenuity , while some others were cri ticized for 

blatant attempts to be nationally distinct.' Despite an 

adherence to rnaintaining the "look" of the Fair, however, the 

'1gnacy Wieniewski, Heritase: The Foundations of Polish 
Culture, A n  Introductorv Outline, Second edition, translated 
f  rom Polish by Marta Zaborska, (Toronto : Toronto University 
Press, 1981.) P.86. 

"The Official Guide Book of the New York ~orld's Fair, 
1939 (New York: Expositions Publications. I n c . ,  1939) p.31. 

3~avid E. Nye, Narratives and Spaces : Technolo~ and the 
Construction of Amer ican Culture, (New York : Columbia 
University Press, 1997) pp. 136  - 1 3 7  . 



Polish Pâvilion was fraught with references to the nation, its 

past. present and future. The choice of date for the opening 

of the Pavilion, the anniversary of the signing of Polandr s 

first Constitution of 1791, was a deliberate allusion, not 

only to what was believed to be the height of Polandrs 

democratic achievement, but also to the therne of the Fair 

itself, a celebration of the 150th anniversary of George 

Washington's inauguration as the first President of the United 

States. The motto of the pavilion, "~esteirny od tysiqca lat" 

served as a declaration, that despite 150 years of foreign 

domination, the nation as an idea lived within every Pole.' 

Outside the pavilion, an equestrian statue of King Wladyslaw 

Jagiello (called only warrior in a nod to the sensibilities of 

its host country) dominated the entrance (Figure 1) . Inside, 

the Hall of Honour promised to tell the story of ~01and's past 

by highlighting the key moments of its history through 

paintings, textiles, sculpture and original documents. Other 

halls included Polish fine art (historical and contemporary) , 

decorative ar r;, science. communication, Poland at sea, social 

welfare, industrial production, agriculture, textiles, peasant 

art and forestry. 

'~he phrase " j  estehy od tysiqca lat" translates literally 
as "we are from one thousand years." This phrase, therefore, 
incorporates both the nation's paçt and its present. 



Throughout the display there was a tension between a 

desire to be seen as distinct, and thus sovereign, and a need 

to be seen as similar, and thus worth fighting for. The nation 

was constructed as homogeneous and unique and, at the s m e  

time, politically and historically allied to the West. On one 

hand. organizers drew attenticn to what they saw as a 

specifically Polish style in decorative and peasant art, and 

on the other they stressed Poland' s cornitrnent to democracy, 

its strides in science, its Christianity and its historical 

willingness to fight for justice and liberty, especially in 

the United States. Interna1 tensions, regional and ethnic, 

were glossed over in favour of a unified representation. 

Though the inter-war period had been riie with political 

upheaval, economic uncertainty and the threat of armed 

conflict, the Polish government spared little expense to 

present the Polish nation as thriving, both culturally and 

economically. The presentation of the nation as a tangible 

reality, with its own history and daim to sovereignty, was 

par ticularly important at this tirne specif ically because 

~oland's recent history had been s o  problmatic. Nationhood, 

as understood by European powers such as France and England, 

was questionable in the case of Poland, which hâd only 



relatively recently regained its independence.' In addition, 

the interwar government must have been acutely aware of the 

harsh criticisrns of its leaüership among foreign politicians, 

particularly the British.' Imperative in the construction of 

che nation was the illusion that the years of partition had 

not changed the essence of "Polishness", while in fact, 

during the nineteenth century, uneven development within the 

three partitioning states and the different approaches of a 

century's wor th of ruler s, had created ser ious r egional 

inequalities and dif f er ences. The partitions were cornplex, 

involving three countries and several stages from 1772 t o  

1918. The first partition resulted from Russian charges of 

interna1 weakness and anarchy within Poland and the 

proposition that a strong hand was needed to prevent chaos. 

Polish lands were divided up among Prussia, Russia and 

Austria-Hungary, and each of these countries dealt with  the 

'~olish lands that had been parti tioned arnong Russia, 
Austria-Hungary and Prussia for over a century werf restored 
to the ~olish Republic in November 1918, following the vacuum 
of power created by the First World War. 

"orman Davies, ~ o d ' s  Plavsround: A Historv of Poland: 
1795 to the Present, Volume II, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1981) p. 393. ~avies reproduces staternents regarding the 
failure of ~oland's independence, including those made by 
Joseph Stalin, J. M. Keynes and Adolf Hitler. David Lloyd 
George was especially bitingr calling the independence of 
~oland a "historie failure" and reportedly stating he would no 
more give Upper Silesia to Poland "than he would give a clock 
to a monkey." 



Polish question dif f erently .7 

The lands under Russian rule experienced a certain level 

of autonorny from 1815 to 1832 and 1861 to 1860, when the 

Congress Kingdom was established. For the most part , however , 

it was simply as if Poland had ceased to exist in the minds of 

its Czarist e s .  Religious f reedom witnin the Poliçh 

provinces was ahays  tenuous and non-Orthodox comrnunities w c r e  

of ten subj ect to outright persecution. Any democratic 

institutions of the former Polish-Lithuanian republic were 

banned and absolute  obedience was expected from the Polish 

provinces. A widespr ead policy of Russification made the 

Russian language cornpulsory in schools. At any sign that 

Poland sought sover eignty , concessions to independent rule 

were revoked and, often, Poland emerged worse off in ternis of 

the possibility of self-government. Poland under Prussia also 

enjoyed a period of comparative autonorny as the Grand Duchy of 

Posen from 1815 to 1848. Generally, religious freedorn was 

maintained and industrial developrnent was more widespread than 

in either of the other partition states, resulting in a Polish 

population that, for a tirne, was much less likely to organize 

nationalist campaigns for independence. Polish was maintained 

7 For a more detailed account of the three partition 
States see Norman Davies, Gods Plavaround: A Historv of 
Poland, Volume II, pp. 81-162. 



as the of ficial language in schools and government in the 

first third cf the nineteenth century. It was not until 1 8 7 0  

that the Polish language was suppressed outright and finally 

banned, even as a Eoireign language, in 1872 when G e r m a r i  was 

made compulsory in al1 state-schools. By the early twentieth 

century relations between Prussia and its Polish provinces had 

broken dom and there was a revival of nationalist movements, 

including widespread school strikes. The Austrian partition 

shared many of the features of the Russian and Prussian 

partitions in terms of state intervention and expectation of 

absolute obedience. In addition, Galicia became one of the 

poorest and most backward areas of the Empire. ~ornbining a 

high taxation rate with a very high density of peasants 

created a situation of near mass starvation. In terms of 

Polish language and culture, however, the Austr ian partition 

w a s  the least interventionist and for nobles, at least, it was 

possible to rnaintain levels of relative autonomy. In 1919, 

when Poland was finally faced wich the prospect of 

independence, the government had to deal wi th six separate 

CUI rencies, f ive r egions maintaining individual 

administrations, four di£ f erent languages of cornrnand wi thin 

the rnilitary, and eighteen political parties al1 vying for 



power . " 

~lthough it was comrnon for naciorialists throughout the 

years of partition to evoke the Polish-Lithuanian Republic as 

the pinnacle cf democratic achievement, it would be erroneous 

to think of the Republic as a nation, as the terrn became 

iinderstood in the nineteenth century. The Polish-Lithuanian 

Republic of the pre-partition era was not a homogeneous state 

of dernocratic equals and therefore the partitions affected 

different groups in different ways. The Poland that emerged in 

1919 could not have reverted to any kind of pre-partition 

structure. The Republic had been organized as a type of direct 

dernocracy, which theoretically provided any noble or rnember of 

the gentry with the right to participate in the election of 

the King. In addition, within Parliament, any member had the 

right to 1iberum veto, which meant, in effect, that al1 

proposed matters had to be debaced until unanimity was 

achieved. This form of government, whereby anyone with the 

right to veto could block reforms of government, eventually 

paralyzed the state, making Russian charges of anarchy fairly 

accurate. Nationhood, as the terrn later became understood, did 

not apply to this state which was, in reality, a central rule 

of nobles. ~istinctions among Poles, Lithuanians, Ukrainians 

'~avies, ~od's Pla~qround : A History of Poland, Volume 
II, p . 4 0 2  



and Byelorussians did not exist so much as the distinction 

between landowners and peasants. 

With the establishment of an independent Polish state in 

1919 came the problem of creating a national consciousness in 

the population. This was no easy task given the uneven 

distribution of wealth, the differences in Polish education 

and increasing claims for independence £rom minority 

populations. At the same time, it became crucial to 

demonstrate to the rest of the Western world that century-long 

claims for sovereignty were based on a substantial common 

history, culture and tradition. This was in part accomplished 

by becoming highly visible at International Exhibitions and 

World's Fairs . Polish artists and designers had participated 

in the International ~xhibitions of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth century; however, they always did so under the 

umbrella of the partition states .' It was only in 1919 that 

the possibility of appearing as a nation emerged. The Polish 

governrnent, in this inter-war period, took full advantage of 

the international scene in order to propagate, not only Polish 

history, but also the notion of distinct ~olish art anà 

 o or a comprehensive account of the participation of 
Poland at international exhibitions and world's fairs in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries see ~ i e c z y s l a w  Morki and 
Piotr Paszkiewicz , Miedzv P o l s k a  A Swiatem: Od Sredniowiecza 
Po Lata II Wojn~ Swiatowei, (Warszâwa: Instytut Sztuki Pan, 
Wydawictwo Krqg, 1993) 



design. Poland appeared at both the 1925 Exposition 

Internationale des A r t s  Décoratifs et Industriels Moderne and 

1937 Exposition 1nr;ernationale des Arts et des Techniques 

Appliqués à la Vie Moderne in Paris . In 19 25  in par ticular , 

Poland emerged as a nation with a strong reptation in the 

area of design, taking home more prizes than any other foreign 

display." These expositions, however, limited as they were to 

decorative and technical arts, did not provide the same 

possibilities in terms of representztion of nationhood that 

the New York worldfs Fair did in 1939. 

international exhibitions and world's fairs of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries have long been viewed 

by scholars as tools for the perpetuation of national 

narratives. Paul Greenhalgh has identified them as being 

"punctuated with populist propaganda on the merits of nation 

-. 
and empire". " National rivalries, par ticular ly between France 

'O~avid Crowley, National Stvle and Nation State: Desian 
in Poland f rom the Vernacular Revival to the International 
Stvle, (Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 
1992) p . 7 2 .  

"paul Greenhalgh, Ephemeral Vis tas : The Expositions 
Universelles. Great Exhibitions and Wor ld's Fairs, 1851 - 1939, 
(Manchester : Manchester University Press, 1988) p. 113. See 
also, John Allwood, The Great Exhibitions, (London: Studio 
Vista, 1 9 7 7 )  ; Patricia Mainardi, Art and Politics of the 
Second Empire : the Universal Emositions of 1855 and 1 8 6 7 ,  
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987) and Robert Rydell, 
Àll the world's a Fair: Visions of Empire at American 
International Exr>ositions, 1876-1916, (Chicago and London: 
Chicago University Press, 1984) 



and England, were often played out on this international 

stage, with the host country inevitably gaining the upper hand 

at a given exhibition. Tony Bennett has demonstrated how 

international exhibitions and museurns became si tes wher e 

objects and artifacts were "arranged in a inmer calculated to 

embody and comunicate specif ic cultural meanings and 

values. "'" I n  particular, Bennett identifies museum and 

heritage site policy formations, which c m  also be extended to 

include the more temporary international exhibition or world's 

fair, as playing a role in the organization of the nation's 

"tirne-space CO-ordinates", constructing "the nation's past and 

projections of its future destiny . "" Considerable scholarly 

work has focused on specific international exhibitions in 

terms of the history of the host nation and ics emergence as 

the pinnacle of achievement in the construction of the 

visitor's exper ience . Recently , however , some of the f ocus haç 

shifted to examining the problematic nature of these 

exhibitions in defining and legitimating the nâcion, 

especially when they have been used to justify imperialism by 

"~ony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: historv, theorv, 
politicsr (London and New York: Routledge, 1995) p . 6 .  



attempting tc> demonstrate cultural superiority . '' Robert 

Rydell has demonstrated the success of the United States in 

emphasizing progress and democracy, which in turn become 

synonymous with technological development and capitalism, at 

various world's fairs in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century . l5 Wor ld's fairs and international 

exhibitions were not simply an instrument of the hast nation; 

they also became vitally important as sites where less 

powerful nations negotiated their place within a certain 

or der . l6 David Nye has sugges t ed  the importance of Amer ican 

world's fairs, especially the New York ~orld's Fair of 1 9 3 9 ,  

in mobilizing public opinion in favour of certain countries, 

when war in Europe seemed i n e v i t a b l e .  N y e  proposes t ha t  

several exhibits were deliberately constructed to garner a 

favourable impression from American audiences at a time when 

American influence and participacion in European affairs was 

14see Bennett, 1995; Curtis Hinsley, "The World as a 
Marketplace: Cornmodification of the Exotic at the WorId's 
Colombian Exposition, Chicago, 1 8 9 3 ,  " in Ivan Karp and Steven 
Lavine, eds., E x h i b i t i r i s  Cultures The Poetics and Politics of 
Museum ~isplav, (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
1991) pp.344-365; Neil Harris, Cultural Excursions: Marketinq 
Appetites and Cultural Tastes in Modern America. (Chicago, 
Chicago Univer si ty Press, 1 9 9  0 )  

'S~obert W. Rydell, world of Fairs: The Centurv of 
Prosress E~ositions, (Chicago and London: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1993) 

160ne recent study is Mauricio ~enonio-Trille, 
the World's Fairs: Craftins a Modern Nation, 
University of California Press, 1996) 

Mexico at 
(Berkely : 



vital. I7 

It is useful to examine the construction of a national 

representation by a guest country at an international 

exhibition or world's fair in the context of an ever -growing 

body of literature on nationalism. The notion that the nation 

itself is not a naturally occurring cornrnunity, but rather a 

construction that energed out of a very specific European 

context, is relatively recent . l8 Benedict Anderson's seminal 

work on nationalism first introduced the notion that the 

nation is an "irnagined community" and sought to explain how 

individuals came to identify primarily with the nation, quite 

apar t from other allegiances . l9 Anderson proposed that a 

combination of the decline of dynastic and religious realms 

and the rise of print capitalism created the necessary 

environment for identification with the nation." "derson has 

been criticized for sornt? cf his conclusions, especially by 

17~av id  E. Nye, Narratives and S~aces, p.129 

1 8 ~ o r  earlier works on nationalism see: Hans Kohn, The 
Aqe of Nationalism: The First Era of Global Historv, (New 
York, Evanston and London: Harper & Row Publishers, 1962; Hugh 
Seton-Watson ~ations and States: -An Incmirv into the Orisins 
of Nations and the Politics of Nationalism, (London: Methuen, 
1977) and Ernest Gellner , Nations and Nationalism, (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell Publisher Limited, 1983.) 

19~enedict Anderson, ïmasined Communities: Reflections on 
the Oriqin and Spread of Nationalism, (London and New York: 
Verso, 1983.) 

'O~bid, see chapters 2, 3 and 4 .  



post-colonial scholars who reject his assertion that Third 

Wozld nations could only follow pre-existing European modeis. 

Homi Bhabha and partha Chatterjee, in particular, hàve 

revealed the true complexity of the cievelopment of nationalism 

in emergent nations, thus problematizing --der son's modular 

approach." Anderson's stress on the decline of religious and 

dynastic realms is difficult to apply to Poland, where there 

continued to be an elite group of landowners and a very strong 

reliçious presence well into the nineteenth century. Anderson 

has, however, been credited with paving the way for new 

approaches to the topic of nationalism. If nations are created 

out of an imagined relationship, then the cultural myths chat 

promote the idea of a collective identity become ar. important 

focus of study, revealing often contested attempts to present 

the illusion of homogeneity. 

At the begiming of the twentieth century. when an 

independent Poland became a real possibility, Polish 

intellectuals began to debate which elements constituted their 

"authentic national culture" and which aspects to emphasize in 

presenting this culture to the rest of the world. This self- 

conscious process models what Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger 

 orni ni Bhabha, Nation and Narration, (London : Routledge, 
1 9 9 0 )  ; Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Frawents: 
Colonial and Post-Colonial Histories, (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1993.) 



term "the invention of traditi~n".~' One of the ways that a 

nation can distinguish itseli from others is to demonstrate 

that it has a unique culture. Richard Handler, in his study of 

Quebec Patrimoine, States that: 

From the nationalist 
relationshkp between 
should be characterized 

perspective, the 
nation and culture 
by originality and 

authenticity. Culture traits that come to the 
nation from outside are at best "borrowed" 
and at worst polluting; by contrast, those 
pieces or aspects of national culture that 
come from within the natioo-, that are 
original to it ara "authentic". Yet 
specifying the components or content of an 
authentic national culture is a secondary 
operation which f ollows the assumption that â 

culture-bearing nation exists.'" 

Rejection of any remnants of the partition era in the 

construction of a Polish national history and culture seemed 

of prime 

Zolberg, 

suggests 

turn to 

importance to inteilectuals and state officiais. Vera 

working in the framework of post-colonialiçm, 

that "makers of the new post-colonial culture nust 

the pre-colonial past, or what is considered worth 

resurrecting f rom it according to cr iteria that are themselves 

13 --Eric Hobsbawm and T-rence Ranger, The Invention of 
Tradition, (Cambridge: Cambridge ~niversity Press, 1983) pp. 
1-14. 

'3~ichard Handler, "On Having Culture: Nationalism and the 
Preservation of Quebec's Patrimoine, " in George Stocking ed. 
Obiects and Others: Essavs on Museums and Material 
Culture, (Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1985) 
p. 198. 



uncer tain. "'" In order to present the nation as if the 

partition era did not affect Polish culture in any significant 

w a y ,  a profound mental leap had to be made which involved the 

irnagining of a seamless link between the pre-partition past 

and the present inter-war period, despite the fact that in 

1795 Poland and Lithuania tcgethel- nade up a feudal 

cornmonwealth, and in 1919 a republic was formed with m t i c h  

di£ f erent geographical borders and quite in opposition to the 

interests of Lithuania. At the 1939 New York World's Fair this 

link was achieved by presenting the history of that period as 

if the present, namely the achievement of an independent 

state, had been inevitable. 

Recent literature in the area of Polish history suggests 

that several competing notions of nationhood emerged in the 

early twentieth century . ' 5  Romanticism, long the dominant f m m  

of national understanding, waned once the reality of 

independence called for action. It did not disappear as an 

influence, however . -Another form of nationalisrn, one with a 
much narrower political agenda and in direct conflict with a 

"~era Zolberg, "Remaking Nations : Public Culture and 
Postcolonial Discourse, " in Edith B a l f  e, ed., Payinq the 
Piper : Causes and Conseauences of Ar t Patronaqe, (Chicago : 
University of Illinois Press, 1993) p.234 

" ~ e e  stanislaw Gomdka and Antony Polonsky eds., Polish 
Paradoxes, (London and New York: Routledge, 1990) ; Jer z y  
Jedlicki, "Polish Concepts of Native Culture," in Ivo Banac 
and Katherine Verdery, eds., National Charocter and National 
Ideoloav in Interwar Eastern EuIOD~, (New Haven: Yale Center 
for International and Area Studies, 1995) and Andrzej walicki, 
Philosophv and Rornantic Nationalism: The Case of Poland, 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 19 82) 



romantic outlook, soughc to identify Poles in terms of 

ethnicity and to promote national egoism. This type of 

nationalism was espoused by Roman Dmowski and h i s  National 

Democrats, who gained a strong following in various parts of 

Poland but never national leadership. Drnowski suggested that 

unless Poland pursued aggressive tactics, it could never hope 

to compete for a place in the new world order that was 

emerging following the First World War . He defined ~oland's 

borders much more broadly than had the League of Nations and 

promoted aggression in acquiring these lands. Most 

importantly, he defined Polish identity, not in terms of 

citizenship, or a romantic notion of comrnon spiritual and 

political values, but strictly in ethnic, linguistic and 

religious terms. He propagated the idea that ethnic Poles 

should enjoy greater rights and privileges than citizens 

whose ethnicities were not Polish." A final way of 

understanding the nation was suggested by a group of 

intellectuals who turned to the peasant class in order to 

provide exarnples of the "true" and "authentic" Pole. The upper 

classes were seen as negatively affected by their exposure to 

the West, while the peasant classes, blissful in their 

ignorance of outside ideas, were seen as carryino on the 

traditions of the pre-partition era. It becomes clear in an 

examination of the Polish Pavilion at the 1939 World's Fair in 

'"or a fuller analysis of Drnowski's influence see Norman 
Davies, God's Plavqround: A Historv of Poland, Volume II, pp. 
3 6 9  -434. 



New York that al1 three of these approaches to nationalism had 

a significant effect on how the nation was presented there, 

exposing what Homi Bhabha has called "a particular ambivalence 

that haunts the idea of the nation."" 

Civilization, L i b e r t y  and Progress 

Throughout the nineteenth century, romanticism ciominated 

Polish literature and a r t .  Artists and intellectuals fuelled 

the rornantic dream of the return to an independent Polarid. The 

poets Adam Mickiewicz, Julius Siowacki, and Zygmunt Krasinski 

who had emigrated to France following the collapse of the 

November rising of 1831, produced romantic epics, irnbued with 

messianistic qualities, on t h e  fate of their homeland. Jan 

Matejko, ~oland's best known painter, glorififd and 

monumentalized ~oland's history in works such as The Union of 

Lublin, 1569 of 1869 and R e j t a n  of 1866, which celebrated the 

resistance to the confirmation of the First partition in 1 7 7 3 .  

T h e  romanticism of the nineteenth century in Polish art and 

politics must be seen in part as a response to the repeated 

failures t o  regain independence. ït involved not only a 

tu rn ing  back to events of the past, but also a suggestion of 

a higher des tiny . 

Bhabha , Nation and Narration, (London : Rout ledge , 



Rornanticism, as an approach to representing the nation, 

can be found repeatedly in the Polish pavilion, both in the 

strong reliance on specific historical documents and events to 

tell the story of nationhood and in the constant association 

between Poland and the United States as countries whicn have 

show an eagernesç to cake up the cause of liberty. This was 

not necessarily the rnessianic romanticisn, expressed rnost 

concretely in poetry, music and painting, of the nineteenth 

century which Andrzej Walicki describes as : 

Conceiving nations as moral entities and 
agents of universal progress; an ethicisation 
of politics, whereby it was hoped to put an 
end to such political crimes as had 
culmiaated in the martyrdom of Poland. The 
most extreme and best -articulated form of 
this romantic nationalism was religiously 
inspired romantic messianisrn, which saw 
Poland as the chcsen nation, the spiritual 
leader of rnankind [sic] and the sacred 
instrument of univer sa1 salvation. " 

By the twentieth century, Polish writers and intellectuals no 

longer proposed that Polanü could lead the rest of the world 

to salvation; political romanticism instead shifted to 

emphasize democracy and liberty and the idea of a 

"brotherhood" of nations. This was directly related to 

contemporary politics and the ever-present threat of war. 

Poland's history of democracy was emphasized by the very 

construction of the Pavilion. Visitors were given a clear path 

%ndrzej Walicki, "The Three Traditions in Polish 
Patriotism, " in Stanislaw Gomulka and luitony Polonosky eds., 
Polish Paradoxes, (London and New York : Routledge, I W O  ) 
pp.30-31. 



through the Pavilion which took them first through the Hail of 

Honour, the centrepiece of which were seven panel paintings 

cornrnissioned from the Brotherhood of St. Luke. The paintings 

were not only historical in subject matter, but also rendered 

in a marner that evoked styles and techniques of the past. 

Five were executed in tempera on canvas that had been 

stretched over board and sealed with gesso and the remaining 

two were painted directly on board. The scenes were cornposed 

as narratives leading the viewer's eye through the paintings, 

much like medieval religious panels. Figures and landscape 

were rendered in a manner that suggested Doth decoration and 

a kind of exaggerated realism. The Brotherhood itself, 

organized £rom the students of Professor Tadeusz Pruszkowski 

of the Warsaw Acaderny of Fine Arts and including members 

Boleslaw Cybis, Bernard ~rydrysiak, Jan Gotard, Aleksander 

Jedrzej ewski, Eliasz Kanarek, Jeremi Kublicki , -rintoni 

Michalak, Stefan Pluzanski, Janusz Podoski and Jan Zamoyski, 

rejected contemporary art and looked back to the Middle Ases 

and Nor thern Renaissance for sources. They organized 

thernselves in a wo~kshop and, in opposition to the notion of 

the genius of the individual ar tist, contributed collectively 

and anonymously to every painting. Al1 seven panels were 

signed by each member of the group, forming a collective 

signature. 

The subjects of the seven panels were pre-determined by 

a panel of historians hired by the High Commissioner, Stephan 



de Ropp, and selected based on their significance to the 

development of the Polish nation? ~ h e  events thenselves were 

researched meticulously by the members of che group. Medals, 

coins. engravings , paintings and even swatches of mater ial 

were studied. 30 The seven events ultimacely selected were : 

B o l e s l a w  the Brave Greeting O t e o  I I I  on h i s  Pilgrimage CO the 

Shrine o f  S C .  Adalbert a t  Gniezno  i n  1 0 0 0  (Plate 1). The 

Bapt i sm o f  L i t h u a n i a  i n  1386 (Plate I I )  , The Granfing of the 

Charter of Jedlina i n  1 4 3 0  (Plate III) , The A c t  o f  Union in 

1569 (Plate IV), The Warsaw Confederation of 1573 (Plate V), 

The R e l i e f  of V i e m a  i n  1683  (plate VI) , and The 3rd of May 

Constitution o f  1791 (Plate VII) . The partitions of 1772, 1773 

and 1795 were obviously not included in this celebratory 

series, though they were arguably the m D s t  important events in 

Poland's history. The series was clearly intended not only as 

a visual narration of the history of the nation, but also to 

ernphasize how like the rest of Western ~urope's this history 

was . 

"~tephen Kyburg de Ropp, a Latvian born citizen of 
Switzerland living in Britain, was selected as Commissioner of 
a private group of Polish citizens delegated to the 
organizatiori of the Pavilion by the Polish government. He was 
selected based on his experience as general manager of the 
~oznah International Trade Fair and as a member of the board 
of the European Organization of International Trade Fairs . 
When the government found itself unable to pay him after the 
onset of WWII, they gave him the seven panels by the 
Brotherhood of St. Luke and the four tapestries by Lad. De 
Ropp eventually donated them to Le Moyne College in Syracuse 
and they now hang in the college library. 

'O "Le Moyne College's Polish Legacy" pamphlet published 
by Le Moyne College, Syracuse, New York, 1993 



In addition to the Brotherhood 3f St. Luke, the work cf 

the Lad atists and Craftsmen's Co-operative, a Warsaw 

collective that formed in 1926, was also highly visible at the 

Fair. The members of Lad were primarily responsible for the 

revival of both polish weaving and the ideas of the earlier 

K r a k 6 w  School which had attempted to create a national art 

based on native sources and materials. Lad exhibited four 

tapestries depicting scenes £rom the life of King Sobieski in 

the Hall of Honour. The works are titkd: The King wich 

Marysienka Encird ed by the Ladies of the C o u r t ,  The K i n g  wi th 

Emperor Leopold Af ter the V i c ~ o r y  at V i e m a ,  The A l l egory  of 
-. 

Vic tory  and The m g e l  (Figure 21. ' ;  The tapestries, designed 

by Mieczyslaw Szymanski, and executed through a collaboration 

of the members of Lad revive the almost forgot~en Gobelin 

technique, f eatur ing hand- woven super imposed thr eads of, in 

this case, flax, silk, wool and gold. The choice of Sobieski 

as subject-matter is significant. Sobieski, whose military 

campaign defeated the Turks outside Vienna in 1683. is known 

in Poland as the King who saved the Empire and dêfended 

Christendom itself . 3 "  

Poland's conversion to Christianity was understood to be 

a turning point in its history, a moment when the entire 

3'~hese tapestries had earlier been exhibited at the 1937 
Exposition Internationale des Arts et des Techniques Appliqués 
à la Vie Moderne in Paris. 

 o or man Davies, ~od's Plavsround: A Historv of Poland- 
The Oriqins to 1795, Volume 1, (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1982) p.473. 



history of the Western world became syrnbolically linked to 

that of Pofand. In the lâte nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, Polish artists and historians began representing 

Poland as a Sastion of Latin ci~ilization.~~ They highlighted 

those moments when Poland was seen to have passed on this 

gift of civilization to others, such as the Union with 

Lithuania. The catalogue of the Pavilion expresses this quite 

clearly. Jan Parandowski, in an essay entitled "Polish 

Culture, " repeatedly ernphasized Poland's a£ f inity wi th the 

West, the source of which is a cornrnon religion, stating, "of 

al1 the Slavs the Poles are the most Latin. . .The East is as 

far from us as if the O c e a n  flowed between. Spiritually Poland 

lies on the shores of the Mediterranean."3~an-Slavism, vhich 

had in fact been promoted in the nineteenth century, is 

1 c 

rejected as being too closely associated with Russian values.-- 

Parandowski, in a passage imbued with a particularly 

nineteench-century form of romanticism, laments Poland being 

cut off £rom Western Europe during the partition period: 

Poland lost contact with Europe during the 
nineteenth century, which was for us not an 
age of stem and electricity, nor yet an oge 

"~ndrzej Walicki, Poland Between East and West: The 
Controversies over self-Definition and ~odernization in 
Par titioned Poland, The August Zaleski Lectures, Harvard 
University, 18-22 April 1994, (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Ukrainian Research Institute, 1994) p. 9 . 

34~an Parandowski, "Polish Culture, " in the O f f  icial 
Catalosue of the Polish Pavilion at the world's Fair in New 
York, 1939, (Warsaw, Drukarnia Polska Ltd, 1 9 3 9 .  ) P. 21.24 



of industrialism and social progress, but a 
mystic and heroic age.. .Polând, which had 
grown for a thousand years in the fertile 
soi1 of human relations, now turned its roots 
to the sky and instead of living sap drew 
cosmic ether into its tissues ." 

The rhetoric of rornanticisrn, however, is most evident in 

the identification of Poland and the United States as partners 

in the fight for liberty and justice. In a 1937 radio address, 

which was re-printed in a pamphlet available at the Pavilion 

and in a special catalogue prepared for Polish Week at the 

Fair, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt emphasized the 

relationship between the two countries: 

Because we hold this ideal of libercy in 
cornrnon, ours has been a long and unbroken 
friendship with the people of poland. From 
the days of our struggle to achieve 
Nationhood, unbroken by any rift through the 
century and a half of our life as a Nation, 
the American people and the people of Poland 
have rnaintained a friendship - - based upon this 
cornrnon spiritual ideal." 

For the United States and the greater area of New York where 

Polish immigrants totalled six hundred and fifty thousand, in 

par ticular , highlighting the link between the two countr ies 

and promoting Polarid served not only to draw Polish-American 

visitors, but could also have worked to dernocra~ize its 

37~ranklin Delano Roosevelt, from a 1937 radio address on 
the occasion of Pulaski Day, reprinted in the Commemorative 
Souvenir Proqram of Polish Week, October 10 -15 ,  1939, (New 
York: Polish American Participation Cornmittee Inc., 1939) 
p.10. 



citizenry? Clearly it was important t o  American Fair 

organizers to ensure that the Pairilion would reflect a 

sympathy for American interests . Julius C. Horne, 

Administrative Assistant to the President, on a European tour 

to rneet with the organizers of the various pavilions, in a 

letter dated June 15, 1938, assured Graver Whalen that 

everything in Warsaw was well organized and that he found Mr. 

Roman, the senior official in charge of Polish participation 

to be very "pro -Amer ican. "" 

That Poland, in turn, could have hoped to win the favour 

of the American government and the American public in the 

corning wax by participating in the New York world's Fair does 

not seem particularly fax -fetched. In a 1939 press release on 

foreign participation at the Fair, Julius C. Holmes States: 

It would be interesting to examine the 
reasons which have prompted these many 
countries to take part in the fair. 1 believe 
that the answer lies in the desire of every 
nation in the world to stand as weI1 as 
possible with the U S . .  . . O u r  influence is 
gr eat . 'O 

Certainly fair organizers lost no opportunity to rernind the 

American public that Poles had always been willing to corne to 

the aid of the United States in their efforts to gain 

"~bid, reprinted £rom census reports, p. 82. 

"BOX 524 of the 1939 New York ~orld's Fair documents 
located at the New York Public Library. 

""Iid, Box 5 2 6 .  



independence. The cover of the souvenir progran published 

during Polish week shows George Washington, flanked on either 

side by General Casimir Pulaski and Gener al Thaddeus 

Kosciuszko, both of whom fought in the .rimer ican r evolution. 

Pulaski, who had been irnprisoned in Poland for his resistance 

to the partitions died at the Battle of Savannah in 1779 and 

was eventually commemorated with a dây in his honour in the 

United States. Throughout the program there are references to 

Polish immigrants who have made significant contributions in 

the United States and a list of Polish immigrants by 

profession is included." Arthur L. Waldo, General Çecretary 

of the Polish ~ewspaperman's Association of the United States 

writes: 

Because Poles are patr iotic, generous, 
industrious, progressive, and resourceful, 
they are quickly gaining recognition in the 
United States and are occupying their 
rightful place among the many nationalities 
that are contributing to the welfare of this 
country. These qualities together with a love 
of freedom and democracy that is deep-seated 
in the heart of every Pole, make the Poles of 
Arnerica a very necessary and important part 
of this gr eat country. '' 

In addition to the emphasis placed on poland's tradition 

of democracy and its cornmitment to liberty and justice, the 

nation was represented throughout tne Pavilion as an 

"~ommemorative Souvenir Prosram, Polish Week, pp. 82, 84. 

4"~bid, p . 8 4 .  



inherently peaceful one. The attempt to establish continuity 

between pre-partition Poland and the independent çtate by 

heroizing the maintenance of national consciousness did not 

extend to glorifying the various insurrections that took place 

during the partition period. While it rriight be expeczed that 

the Polish Pavilion would highlight rnilitary history, 

following what Tony Bemett suggests was the pattern 

established in the making of British and French history," it 

instead promoted its traditicns of democracy and law. In the 

catalogue, pacifism is stated to be "deep-rooted" and the Act 

of Union of 1569, which voluntarily united Poland and 

Lithuania, is called "one of the loftiest in sentiment ever 

written. "" 

The Polish nation was, however, presented as one capable 

of progress. Modernization was emphasized throughout the 

Pavilion, and halls were dedicated to Polish industrial 

production and progress in the area of science. Various 

products, such as surgical implernents and household items , 

were on display and demonstrated the ability of ~olish 

industrial designers and manufacturers . Polish inventions were 
also highlighted, including a vacuumless electric light bulb 

and an apparatus for blood transfusions. ~nside the catalogue, 

present and future plans for the development of lands and 

"~ony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: historv, theorv. 
politics, p. 137. 

4"arandowski, "Polish Culture," p.21A 



resources were outlined, particularly the future of elect~ical 

expansion, telecommunications, industrial belts and the 

development of in£ rastructure. nbove a l l ,  the nation was 

presented as modernizing through the efforts of an efficient 

and forward-looking goverment. 

The rornanticism which informed the Polish Pavilion of the 

1939 New York ~orld's Fair clearly sets i t se l f  apart from chat 

of the nineteenth and eor ly twentieth centuries . These were 

not the lofty ideals of poets and artists in a period where 

the possibility of independence seemed simply à dream, but 

rather, a quite conscious and calculated appeal to sentiments 

and values that an American public had been trained almost 

£rom birth to hold dear . Dernocracy, justice, liberty, progress 

were presented as the foundation of the newly established 

nation. 

The M a n y  As One 

As much as organizers strove to emphasize the 

similarities between Poland and the United States, it was also 

clear ly necessary to demonstrate the boundar ies between them, 

to establish where the rest of the world ended and Poland 

began, in order to make the case for continued sovereigrity. At 

the same time, influenced strongly by the politics of Roman 

Dmowski and the National Democrats, there was an effort to 



highlight the homogeneity of the nation itself. "Polishness" 

was suggested by some to be not simply a matter of inherent 

belief in liberty and justice, but of ethnicity and, perhaps 

even more significantly, of religion. It is no coincidence 

that three of the seven panels of the Brotherhood of St . Luke 
and several of the historical documents on display in the Hall 

of Honour dealt with Catholicism. In promoting the uniformity 

of the nation, "the many as one", fair organizers also glossed 

over the very real regional differences which existed in 

Poland. The centre, Warsaw in this case, inevitably came to 

represent the whole of the nation, particularly in the area of 

design. The demarcation of geographical, re l ig ious  and ethnic 

boundaries which resulted Erorn attempts to pzesent the nation 

as internally cohesive produced an exhibition mar ked by 

exclusions, as much as inclusions. 

Of primary importance, given that rnuch of the interwar 

period had been marked by border disputes, was establishing, 

from the perspective of the Polish goverment, where the 

geographic borders of the nation Lay. The f i r s t  three years of 

independence had, in fact, been marked by several wars related 

to land disputes : the Ukrainian War (1918 - 1919) , the Poznanian 

and Silesian Wars with Germany (1918 -1922 )  , the Lithuanian War 

(1919 -1920) , the Czechoslovakian War (1919 - 1 9 2 0 )  and the 

Soviet War (1919 -1921) . 45 Several maps appear in che catalogue 

4 5 ~ ~ ~ r n a n  Davies, God's Plavqround: A Historv of Poland, 
Volume II, p. 394. 



demonstrating what are deemed to be the rightful Polish 

borders. An essay by Stanislaw Malessa, appearing in the 

catalogue stressed that "contemporary Poland has the same 

geographical position and the same geopolitical tendencies as 

the Poland of history. "'" This assez tion, promoting a vision 

of Poland as essentially stable and disinterested in 

expansion, is made despite the evidence of many historical 

changes in Poland's geographical position. The Union of Poland 

and Lithuania, celebrated in the series of panels by the 

Brotherhood of St. Luke, covered over one million square 

kilometres, while the Poland of 1939 occupied just over three 

hundred thousand square kilometres. Rather than lay claim to 

increased territory, however, Malessa attempted to establish 

the importance of maintaining the current Polish state by 

highlighting ~oland's role as a safekeeper of vital trâde 

routes, especially that connecting the Baltic with the Black 

Sea. It was strongly implied that the polish state was a 

necessary buffer againsr; the encroachment of the Soviet Union. 

The organizers did not simply set the nation apart 

geographically, but went to considerable lengths to reveal the 

essential qualities of "Polishness". That the Catholic faith 

was considered to be a vital aspect was made clear 

explicitly, both in the pages of the catalogue and through 

the works of art selected as representative of the art of the 

"~tanis~aw Malessa, "The Geopolitical Situation of poland 
in Europe," Official Cataloque of the Polish Pavilion at the 
World's Fair in New York, 1 9 3 9 ,  p .  54A 



nation. In an essay on "Modern Polish Art" included in the 

catalogue, Mieczyslaw Teter outlined the three factors which 

have "acted on Che formation of the collective sou1 of the 

nation, and therefore on the specific character of Polish 

art." These were: 

A racial temperament which imposes a 
characteristic and special seal on al1 
manifestations of the spirit of the Polish 
people . . . .  The special geog~aphic position of 
Poland on the borders of two great worlds, 
the East and the West . . .  The acceptance of 
Christianity in 966 

The importance of Christianity as a defining factor in the 

construction of nationality was illustrated as well in the 

vast number of works of art, both historical and contemporary, 

which made use of religious themes. In a prominent s t à ined  

glaçs, measuring over twenty eight square metres, designed by 

Mieczyslaw Jurgielewicz and exhibited in the Hall of Honour, 

this connection was revealed quite forcefully. The nation is 

depicted allegorically as a woman holding both a wheat sheaf 

and a sword and she is surrounded by men toiling in the fields 

and in industry, who represent the various crafts. The Virgin 

Mary is s h o w  at the top of the piece and the white eagle at 

the bottom, surrounded by scenes of men in battle. Aside from 

the obvious gender implications, this image emphasized that 

what work Polish men did, they did not only for their country 

but for God. The fact that there were Jewish artists in Poland 

"~ ieczys iaw Teter, "Modern Polish Art, " Off icial 
Cataloque of the Polish Pavilion at the ~orld's Fair in New 
York, 1939, p .  139 - 1 4 0 ~ .  
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in the 1920's and 30's, actively intent on expressing the 

Jewish culture through their paintirigs, was ignored by the 

exhibition and their c u l t u r a l  role tas, i n  fact, until 

relatively recently, obscured. By def ining national art in 

ethnic and religious terrns, the exhibition organizers excluded 

Ukrainian, Byelorussian, or Jewish contributions to the 

history of Pol i sh  art . 

The r e a l i t y  of the ethnic minority situation in Poland 

during the years of independence (1919-1539) makes cleâr the 

contrast between the official outward declarations cf the 

importance of justice, liberty and pacifism and the internai 

policies of suppression of minority interests. Despite the 

fact that ethnic minorities constituted 31.1% of the total 

population of Poland in the interwar period, including 13.9% 

Ukrainians, 8.7% yiddish-speaking Jews, 3.1% Byelorussians and 

2 . 3  % Germans , the nation was incr easingly being def ined in 

ethnic terms . 4 g  There were economic disparaties between ethnic 

Poles and other  e t h n i c  groups, especially the Ukrainian 

minority which occupied one of the poorest regions of the 

country. When faced with a Ukrainian nationalist bid for 

independence, Poland proved as capable of brutal repressions 

as had the former partition stateç. Towards the end of the 

4 8 ~ ~ d ~ i  - P O ~ S C Y  Exhibition catalogue, June -August 19 89 
(Krakow: Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie, 1989) pp. 98-100. 

 orma man Davies, God's Plavqround: A Historv of Polanci, 
Volume II, p. 404. Davies reprints these figures from a 1931 
linguistic census. 



interwar per iod minor ity r ights wer e reduced, Or thodox 

churches closed d o m  and non-Polish schools found themselves 

without funding. This reality was not reflected in the 

representation of the nation at the Fair. Ethnic minorities 

were made virtually invisible in the Polish Pavilion. Their 

specific cultural histories, as separata from the experience 

of urban ethnic Poles, were left out, and the fact that they 

disrupted the r epr esentation of a homogeneous nation was 

ignor ed . 
In addition to reducing the nation to ethnic Poles, 

organizers also prornoted the idea that the centre, namely 

Warsaw, represented the whole of the country. The dominance of 

Warsaw artists in this period can, in part, be explained by 

the fact that cultural funding was a relatively low priority 

for the state. Astists closest to the country's capital were 

most likely to receive what Little official support there 

was . '" One par ticular ly successful pro j ect organized by War saw 
artists was the Institute for A r t  ~ropaganda established in 

1930. It became a site for exhibitions, cornpetitions and 

editorial activity. Starting in 1925, when the Warsaw CO- 

operative Lad designed ten rooms for the Polish Pavilion in 

Paris, it became clear that certain artists were being 

favoured over others for participation in foreign exhibitions, 

particularly artists emerging from the Academy of Fine Arts in 

' O ~ n d r z e j  K .  Olszewski, An Outline Historv of Polish 20th 
Centur~ A r t  and Axchitecture, p . 6 8 .  
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Warsaw." In the Handicraft Hall(which included decorative arts 

as well as furniture) of the Polish Pavilion at the New York 

World's Fair in 1 9 3 9 ,  virtiially every exhibitor was af f iliated 

with the Lad, the Academy. the circle that formed around the 

journal Arkady, or al1 three." The Brotherhood of St . Luke, 

a group that had formed £rom the pupils of the Academy, was 

commissioned to paint the highly visible historical panels 

without any open contest, as had been the case in determining 

the designers of the Pavilion as a whole. 

For the most part the Pavilion exhibited artists who had 

already proven themselves at earlier exhibitions. Designers 

who incorporated the vernacular into their modernist works, as 

opposed to the functionalists who rejected the importance ûf 

a native Polish style, had been favoured by the government 

during the interwar period and were prominent at the 

Decorative Arts Pa~ilion.'~ There was no hint of the tension 

between the two groups, despite the tact that their different 

"~avid Crowley, National Style and Nation State: Desiqn 
in Poland from the Vernacular to the International Stvle, 

c 7 --Aleksandra Woj ciechowska, ed. , Polskie bcie AI tvstvczne 
W Latach 1915 - 1939, (Wroclaw: Wydawictwo Polskiej Pkademii 
Sztuk, 1974)  provides a comprehensive listing of interwar 
exhibitions and cross-references the participation of arrists, 
the groups they belonged to and journals they contributed to 
or were mentioned in. The Warsaw journal Arkady published 
articles on modern design and was particularly influential in 
the mid-to-late 1930's. 

"Andrzej K. Olszewski, An Outline Xistorv of Polish 20th 
Centurv Art and Architecture, translated by Stanislaw 
Tarnowski, (Warsaw: Interpress Publishers, 1 9 8 9 )  p. 67 . 



approaches were hotly contested in Poland. In the Fine Arc 

pavilion, the attempt to provide a sample of contemporary 

painting and sculpture did not extend to any works expressing 

overtly political sentiments. Groups such as Warsaw's 

Phrygian Cap, founded by members of the Cornrnunist Party of 

Poland, and the K r a k 6 w  Group, formed by a group of left-wing 

Krak6w artists who dealt with topics such as homelessness, 

unemployment, worker's rights and class oppositions, were 

no t iceably absent f rom the exhibition. Ultimately, the 

organizers were highly successful in turning the myriad of 

often contesting voices into one. 

The Authentic Pole  

Finally, there were nationalists during this period who 

felt they had discovered the essence of "Polishness" in a 

particular group of people. They declared intellectuals, 

landowners and urban professionals to be decadent, tainted by 

their exposure to the West, and instead turned to the 

peasantry, reconstituted as Folk, to reveal what they believed 

were the qualities of the "true" and "authentic" Pole. This 

followed the pattern of anti -modern impulses, identiiied by 

T.J. Jackson Lears, throughout Europe and North Fmerica in the 



late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries." By the time 

of independence, this group of nationalists was well equipped 

with evidence of Folk custorns, songs and arc as Folklore 
- - 

studies had been going on since the early nineteenth century." 

Already in 1895, the Folklore society of Foland hâd identified 

what they termed the "regenerative spirit of the native 

people."'"his turn to the Folk was also found in some of the 

most celebrated literature of the turn of r;he century, for 

example, ~yipianski's wedd ing  of 19 01. Architects and art 

theorists, in their eagerness to identify a style that was 

truly indigenous, called the Zakopane style of the Tatra 

mountains "a relic of the ancient art of the Polish nation, 

mir aculously pr eserved in its original shape . "" This style 

continues ro be identified as the authentic "Polish style. " 

Folk customs were not simply identified, however, they were 

also perceived as threatened by intellectuals. The need to 

salvage this heritage from destruction was trumpeted by 

Franciszek Bujak in 1930. He saw contemporary folk culture as 

"an archaic form of past national culture, arrested in its 

"T .J. Jackson Lears, No Place cf Grace : Antirnodernism ând 
the Transformation of American Culture 1880-1920, (New York:  
- 

Pantheon Books, 19 8 1 )  

"~eter Brock, Folk Cultures and Little Peoples: As~ects 
of National Awakeninq in East Central Eurooe, (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1992) pp. 1-21. 

"~erzy Jedlicki, "Polish Concepts of Native Culture, " 
p.13. 



development and n c w  decaying under the impact of the 

inexorable process of urbanization. 

The reconstitution of the peasantry as Folk and their use 

to stand for the essential, unchanging qualities of the nation 

was obviously not confined to Polmd. With its roots in 

Herder's identification of the Volk at the end of the 

eighteenth century, this process was repeated throughout 

Western Europe and North America as the characteristics of a 

given nation or region were articulated. In Poland, Adam 

Czarnocki, à contemporâry of the brothers Grimm, has been 

credited with the instigation of folklore studies.'? 1a.n McKay, 

in examining how this formula operated in Nova Scotia in the 

early twentieth century States : 

The usefulness of the idea of the Folk for 
bourgeois nationalists has long been clear. 
The Folk, transcending and preceding al1 
divisions into classes, testify to the 
imagined organic unity of the nation, and the 
cultural phenornena associated with them are 
indispensable for the purposes of syrnbolic 
identi ty . 6 0 

In addition, McKay points out that : 

Just as nationalism did not "discover" the 
nations of which it spoke but rather 
'Iimagined" them into being, nineteenth- 
century Romantic enthusiasts of folklore did 
not so much "discover" the Folk past as much 

'8~bid, p. 15. 

'9~ee Peter Brock, Folk Cultures and Little Peooles, 

"Ian McKay, The Ouest of the Folk: Antimodernism and 
Cultural Selection in Twentieth-Centurv Nova Scotia, (Montreal 
and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1994) p.16. 



as they constructed it as the necessary 
conceptual basis foz their "Folk" canons.'' 

The identification of the  Folk as a vital part of native 

culture was in evidence throughout the Polish Pavilion at che 

New York ~orld's Fair. There was a hall designated for the 

exhibition of "Ornamentation and Peasant Art " and i t included 

wood carvings, furniture. peasant costumes, ernbroider ies, 

items for the home, pictures and painting, decorative art and 

musical instruments. The motivation for presenting these 

objects in this context is made clear a t  the outset of the 

article on peasant art in the catalogue. Lucian Grabowski 

states : 

The character of every nation is reflected 
perhaps most fully in its ornamentation and 
in its peasant art. For it is these which 
indicate the ethnic peculiarities of the 
nation, witness to its capacity for shaping 
its o m  artistic forms, and testify to its 
creative independence, which is sufficient to 
reproduce a separate culture of its own. It 
is also its peasant art which more than 
anything else distinguishes a given nation 
£rom a nurnber of others? 

In this passage the Folk are identified as the bearers of 

Poland's essential identity, its root culture. Significan+ly, 

Grabowski proclaims t h e  richness of peasant art in poland, 

"increaçing in nurnber as you move irorn West to east. "°' This 

"~uclan Grabowski, "Ornamentation and Peasant Art in 
Poland, Ir Off icial Cataloque of the Polish Pavilion at the 
World's Fair in New Y o ~ k ,  1939, p . 4 5 7 L .  



phrase illustrates the ever-presene tension between the east 

and west in the construction of Polish nationhood. 

Historically, there were constant fluctuations in the extent 

to which Poles identified themselves as primarily Slavic or 

Latin, depending in part on the culrent state of relations 

with Russia? At the New York World's Fair, Poland was 

presented as eçsentially Slavic by virtue of 'zhe eastern 

character of the Folk, but Latin by choice. 

While the Folk. Slavic in character, are identified as 

the source of native Polish culture, the urban classes are 

identified with the Western and Latin cultural tradition. The 

influence of outside cultures, while acknowledged as a benefit 

to Polish fine art. education, science and technological 

progress, is seen as a threat to the Folk who represent the 

"authenticity" of Polish culture. This construction, in 

essence, primitivizes the East by locating the possibility of 

progress exclusively in the west." ~nlthough ~ o l k  culture is 

identified as threatened by industrialization and foreign 

influence. the possibility of salvaging it is left open. 

Grabowski points out that "the latter part of the century 

64~ndrzej Walicki, Poland Between East and West: The 
Controversies over Self-Definition and ~odernization in 
Partitioned ~oland. 

"~he procêss whereby the West primitivizes the East began 
as early as the Renaissance. Significantly, in that period 
Poland was considered to be the door to the East, the most 
Western of the Eastern countries, but definitely part of the 
East. See Larry Wolfe, Inventins Eastern Europe: The Map of 
Civilization on the Mind of the Enliqhtenment, (Stanford, 
California: Stanford University Press, 1994) 



brought about a limitation of the creativeness of the village, 

though it did not entirely kill it."" 

In constructing the history of the nation, it seems 

necessary to pinpoint evidence of a unique, unchanging 

cultural source, just as it is equally necessâry to 

demonstrate the continuing rriove towârds progress. what 

distinguishes Poland from many other nations where a similar 

f orrnula developed, however , is that peasants continued to make 

up the large majority of the population in the early twentieth 

century and that they often resisted the Folk identification. 

The Polish peasant class became increasingly educated and 

formed its own political parties. For them, the glorification 

of folklore was unattractive, identified as it was with the 
-- 

lower status of the peasant .'. These parties stressed the 

importance of developing the countryside rather thân 

*fpreserving'f it . In the decade preceding the Second World P J a r ,  

the rural situation deteriorated rapidly, f a r m  pr ices  were 

halved while the government reduced subsidies by one quarter. 

This led to defaults on loan paymnnts and ultimately the 

sequestration of debtor's proper ties . The Farmer's Union 

responded by calling general strikes throughout Poland, 

leading to brutal repressions by the government, thousands of 

'?~erzy Jedlicki. "Polish Concepts of Native Culture, " 
p.14. 



arrests and hundreds of death~.'~ These peasants, whom 

nationalists attempted to preserve as a bastion of 

tranquillity and an oasis of root culture. were obviously 

quite capable of fighting for the tools they needed to 

rnodernize the countrysida. The concept of Folk has been 

identified by Charles Keil as a "dialect that is almost 

cornpletely contained within bourgeois ideology."" It is a tool 

for glossing over class opposition. Keil points out that, by 

this reascning, '[the folk are not the oppressed whose 

revolution is long overdue, but the Quaint-not-quite-like-us, 

the Pleasant peasants, the Almost-like-me-and-you. to be 

consurned at leisure. "" In a country where the  peasant classes 

had the numbers, and the increasing education, to potentially 

mobilize themselves, the rhetoric of the Folk has obvious 

political implications. 

Aside £rom the HaIl of Ornamentation and Peasant Art a t  

the Pavilion, the identification of Folk art as the wellspring 

of cultural sources was in evidenco both in the Fine art 

Pavilion and the ~ecorative Arts Pavilion. ~aintings such as 

Wiadyslaw ~orocki's Harveszing Cabbages or Jadwiga Simon - 

~ietkiewiczowa's Farmyard, demonstrate the attraction of the 

"~orrnan Davies, God's Plavsround: A Historv of Poland, 
Volume II, pp ,411-413. 

6 9 ~ h a r l e ç  Keil, "Who Needs the 'Folk'?", Journal of the 
Folklore Institute, (Volume XV No. 3 September -~ecember 197 8 )  



countryside for what are perceived as its unchanging, cyclical 

routines. In the exhibition of prints, images such as Edmund 

~ a r  tolomieczyk's woodcut Peasant from Jarowo, Janina 

Konarska's S l e e p i n g  Mountaineers and Pawel Stellar's Peasan t 

Women of the Cieszyn  Province, focuçed on the peasantry, both 

in the primitivist cechnique and in their sub jec t  matter. 

Conventionally, primitivism has been associated with the 

appropriation of non-Western forms of expression by Western 

artists as a rejection of reason and an attempt to harness 

what they believed to be a more prima1 and direct experience 

in art making." Michelle Facos, in her study of Swedish arts 

of the 189ors, points out, however, that in places such as 

partitioned Poland or pre-unified Germany, primitivism emerged 

from the attempt to construct national identity. Rather thari 

something "discovered" from without, it was located internally 

and "peasants were apotheosized as the bearers of valued 

primitive traits."" 

In the Decorative Arts Pavilion this transformation is 

perhaps rnost poignantly expressed. The appropriation of 

sources f rom rural, especially highland architecture, 

furniture and other decorative arcs, Ln an attempt to create 

"~ee Frances S. Connelly, The Sleep of Reason: 
Primitivism in Modern Euro~ean Art and Aesthetics, 1725-1907, 
(University Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 1995) 

72~ichelle Facos, Nationalism and the Nordic Imaqination: 
Swedish Art of the 1 8 9 0 r s ,  (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1998) p. 74. 



a truly "national style", had been going on in Poland since 

the late nineteenth century. Stanislaw witkiewicz, an artist 

and art-critic £rom K r a k 6 w  can be credited with first crea~ing 

an interest in the Zakopane region of Poland, after his visit 

there in 1886. In G6rale homes and decorative items he 

believed that he had found the roots of a Polish national 

style in architecture. Witkiewicz moved to Zakogane and, along 

with several colleagues. began re - creating homes in the 

Zakopane style. ~avid Crowley points out that "despite 

~itkiewicz's claim to have tapped a national vein, it would 

appear that he and his followers were part of a pan-European 

Although Witkiewicz's Zakopane style reached its height before 

the twentieth century, the search for an indigenous style in 

decorative art and architecture continued to look to tne Folk 

for inspiration. The Krak6w School, in particular, sought to 

incorporate Eorms gleaned from peasant design. This turn to 

the Folk in an attempt to create a national style was rejected 

by the Constructivists in the r920rs who espoused Modernist 

design. The 1930' sr however, saw an attempt to incorporate 

what artists believed were native elements, frequently taken 

from what had by then become a folk language, into a truly 

international modernist style. The ~egionaiists of the late 

1930 ' s ,  such as Barbara Brukalska and Jan ~oguslawski~ much 

73~avid Crowleyr National Stvle and Nation State: D ~ s ~ W  
in Poland £rom the Vernacular Revival to the ~nternational 
Stvle, p.22. 



like members of the Lad CO-operative, produced designs that 

demonstrated an attempt to combine native materials and 

certain vernacular f orms into modern utilitarian spaces ." They 

made extensive use of kilims, revived a decade earlier by Lad, 

and used peasant works as their source. A dining room designed 

by Brukalska featured fur rugs, as well as fur-covered chairs, 

and a carved wooden corner table executed by Adam Siemaszko 

(Figure 3 )  . In a child's room designed by Stanislaw and Zoiia 

Dziewulski, a wall painting by Edward Manteuffel depicting a 

farm scene was executed in a style that clearly mimicked ~ ~ l k  

art (Figure 4 )  . It was these designers, rather thân the 

Functionalists, who were chosen by the government to represent 

Poland at the Fair. 

The representation of ~olish Folk Art at the New York 

World's Fair demonstrates the cornplexity of any atcernpt to 

exhibit a national history. The essay by J6zef Grabowski 

acknowledges the regional specif icities of Folk art . The 

exhibits in the Hall of Peasant Art and Ornamentation were, in 

fact, organized by region. This attempt to distinguish the 

particular regional characteristics was not extended to 

identifying the specific artist or to giving the date of the 

piece.  Obj ects were sirnply identif ied as, for example, A 

woolen material-Wilno", making them appear to be anonymous and 



timeless produc ts of a par ticular place ." The r epr esentation 
of Folk art at the Fair was made problematic in another way by 

the barrage of visual quotations which reduced the Folk to a 

sign for the authenticity of Poland itself. The napkinç and 

menus of the Polish restaurant were decorated with costumsd 

peasants to promote the idea of Polish hospitality (Figure 
- - 

5 )  . "  Polish-American children appeared in Polish costumes 

during Polish Week, though it is unlikely they had any 

understanding of the cultural significance of the costumes 

themselves. while organizers, on one hand, wanted to 

illustrate the richness and variety of Folk artistic 

production, they were equally aware of the impact of the Folk 

in serving as a simple, easily diges~ible visual cue for 

"Polishness". 

Conclusion 

The participation of Poland in the 1939 ~orld's Fair in 

New York could be considered to be of minor importance, both 

nationally and internationally. In the U.  S. it was the subj ect 

of only a few brief mentions in newspapers and journals and in 

Poland it was completely overshadowed by the German invasion 

of Poland on August 31, 1939. That the 1939 world's Fair was 

'' See Official Cataloque of the Polish Pavilion at the 
~orld's Fair in New York, 1939, pp. 457 -4761;. 

'"ee eecords £rom the New York World's Fair at the Polish 
Arnerican Museum Library, Chicago. 



considered to be an important event for the Polish goverment, 

however , was made clear by the sheer ambition of the pro j ect . 
The goverment hired a professional to act as High 

Commissioner , the Pavilion was begun almos t thr ee year s in 

advance, accorded a budget of over one million dollars and 

ultimacely included the equivalent of 42 railway cars full of 

objects on exhibition. While it m a y  not have affected how 

Poles saw themselves, its importance in deiining the Polish 

nation for its American audience cannot be underestimâted. The 

Polish Pavilion at the Fair had a lasting effect on the study 

of Polish art history in the United States. in 1947 Irena 

~iotrkowska's The Art of Poland included an entire chapter on 

the historical panels of the brotherhood of St. Luke, a 

chapter on the group L a d  that made extensive use of the 

textiles displayed at the Fair, and mentioned several other 

obj ects exhibited including the stained glass by 
- - 

Jurgielewicz." Because these works remained in the United 

States once the Fair shut down, they were made available to 

Arnerican scholars and, in fact, their importance to the study 

of ~olish art was magnified. On the other hand, they w e r e  

little known in Poland and thus are much less prominent in the 

country's own history of its art. The  avilio on wzs also 

responsible, in the end, for affecting ~rnerican public 

opinion. Rfter war broke out in Europe, the Polish Pavilion 

77~rena Piotrkowska, The Art of Poland, (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1947) pp.110-114, 128, 190-195. 
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was privately funded and stayed open through 1940, finally 

receiving attention in the press.'= The contrat of the 

PaviIion in New York with the war in Poland produced much 

sympathy among Arnerican fair goers. 

In the late twentleth century, nationalisrn has been 

increasingly seen as a destructive force, one that threatens 

pface and existing order. Thar already established nations 

possess unique cultural characteristics, however, is almost 

taken for granted. Many studies of the past few decades have 

questioned the notion of a common culture shared by members of 

a nation. Cultural traditions have been increasingly exposed 

as inventions of the nineteenth and twentieth century, as 

political tools for the legitimization of nations and the 

maintenance of interna1 order. The constructed common history 

and culture of nations that ernerged or regained indepenaence 

more recently are less entrenched in the public imagination 

and, therefore, more contested. In the late 1980's the Polish 

nation, found itself once again in the position of regaining 

its independence. The inherent contradictions of the attempt 

to articulate a corrunon history of Polish nationhood in 1939 at 

the New York world's Fair are now more relevant than ever . The 
ambivalence of the modern nation is revealed at the moment of 

its re-utterance. 
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Figure 1 Exterior photograph of the Polish Pavi l ion  
a t  t he  1939/40 World's F a i r  in New York .  (photo: New 
York Times,' June 2 5 ,  1940 . )  



Figure 2 Mieczyslaw Szymanski, The Angel, 1937, 
Gobelin, Syracuse, L e  Moyne College Library . (photo : 
Irena Piotrowska, T h e  Art of P o l a n d . }  



Figure 3 Barbara Brukalska D e t a i l  of Interior,  1939 
(photo:Official Catalogue of the Polish Pavilion at the 
1939 World's F a i r  in New York,Cz. Olszewski) 



Figure 4 Zof ia Dziewulska, D e t a i l  of the Childrenfs Room, 
wall painting by E. ManteuffelJ939, (photo:Official 
Catalogue of the Polish Pavilion at the 1939 World's Fair 
in New York,Cz. Olszewski.) 
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Figure 5 D e t a i l  from the menu of the Polish 
Restaurant, New York World' s Fair, 1939 




